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Examples of References

Books
- Book, Single Author
- Book, More Than One Author
- Book, Editor as Author
- Book Chapter
- Book Introduction, Foreword, Etc.
- Multivolume Book
- Monograph Series
- Reprinted Book, Revised/Subsequent Edition
- Book Translation
- Forthcoming Book or Chapter

Journals
- Journal Article
- Journal Supplement Article
- Journal Special Issue
- Electronic-Only Journal or Newsletter
- Journal Article with DOI
- Journal New Series
- Forthcoming Journal Article

Other Sources
- Dissertation or Thesis
- Government Record or Report
- Internet Document
- Legal Case
- Magazine
- Newspaper
- Paper Presented at a Meeting
- Proceedings
- Report
- Review
- Software
- Software User Guide

Footnotes in Text
Treatment of Numbers and Math
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General Style for Numbers

• Spell out numbers under 10, except before a unit of measure.
  5 years
  three men and four women

• Use numerals with all units of measure.
  35 years
  180 km

• Spell out numbers at the beginning of a sentence.
  Twenty-five years ago, ...

• Repeat full numbers in a range.
  120–125

• Use a comma in numbers with four or more digits.
  3,560
  40,000

Ordinal Numbers

• Spell out ordinal numbers in text.
  nineteenth century
  seventy-fifth percentile

Fractions

• Spell out fractions in text.
  two-thirds
  one-fifth

Percentages

• Use the percent symbol when it is preceded by a number.
  25%
Statistics, Decimals, and Zeros

- Include a zero before the decimal with the following statistics (because values can equal 1):
  - Correlation coefficients
    - For bivariate analysis ($r$)
    - For multivariate analysis ($R$)
  - Correlations of determination
    - For bivariate analysis ($r^2$)
    - For multivariate analysis ($R^2$)
  - Kappa statistic ($\kappa$)
  - Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve ($A_z$)

- Do not use a zero before the decimal for the following statistics (because values cannot equal 1):
  - Probability (e.g., $P < .01$)
  - $\alpha$ (level)
  - $\beta$ (level)

- Do not use a zero before the decimal in tables.

- Refer to the *Chicago Manual of Style* (15th ed.), chapter 14, for more information on mathematical expressions.

Currency

- Currencies should be clearly identified.
  
  US$30
  CAN$75
  £24.95
  €50
  ¥725
  R$500

- See the *Chicago Manual of Style* (15th ed.), 9.23–9.29, for more information.

Metric Measurements

- Measurements must be expressed in the metric system. English system measurements may be included as well but are not required.

- Metric abbreviations do not have a period after them; there should be a space between the numeral and the abbreviation.

- Use metric abbreviations for measurements of distance, weight, area, volume, etc.
  
  177 km  345 km$^2$  2 L  15°C
  25 kg  50 ha  2,074 kcal
Radiometric Dating

[We acknowledge the style guide of the Society for American Archaeology for this section.]

When reporting radiocarbon dates and ages, the following information should be included:

In the first citation, the uncalibrated radiocarbon age must be given. The uncalibrated radiocarbon age must be

- Based on the 5,568-year $^{14}$C (radiocarbon ages based on the 5,730-year half-life must be divided by 1.03),
- Expressed as years BP (i.e., Before Present; do not convert to radiocarbon years AD/BC),
- Followed by the 1-sigma ($\sigma$) standard error, as provided by the laboratory,
- Accompanied by the sample identification number given by the laboratory (use conventions for laboratory code abbreviations as provided in the journal Radiocarbon) [hyperlink = http://www.radiocarbon.org/Info/lablist.html]
- Accompanied by the type of material that was dated (e.g., wood charcoal, corn cob),
- And defined as to whether the date was corrected for isotropic fractionation (a $^{13}$C value indicates correction has been made; best way to indicate this is to include the $^{13}$C value if available).

An example of an uncalibrated radiocarbon age is 480 ± 70 BP (ISGS 5965; plant $[Pragmites$ $sp./Equisetum$ $sp.]$; $\delta^{13}$C, $-25.1$).

When calibrated dates are included, they must be identified as such by using the conventions "cal AD" or "cal BC," and the calibration used must be identified. Indicate whether the calibration was made for 1$\sigma$ or 2$\sigma$ (the latter is preferred), and present the calibrated age as a range of calendar age. If there is more than one possible range of age, include any probabilities provided by the calibration program. (For the date 3680 ± 60, the two possible calibrated age ranges are 2279–2232 cal BC [$p = .05$] and 2209–1905 cal BC [$p = .95$].)

An example of a calibrated radiocarbon age is ca. cal AD 1480–1532 (calibrated with CALIB 5.0 at 2$\sigma$).

If the manuscript includes many calibrated dates, consider presenting them in a table.

Radiocarbon ages with four digits do not include a comma, but ages with five digits do include a comma.

The atomic weight of an isotope should be presented as a superscript number preceding the element symbol.
Quotations

General Style for Quoted Text

• Consult the *Chicago Manual of Style* (15th ed.), chapter 11, for situations not included here.

• Quotations within the line of text use double quotation marks. No quotation marks are used for block (set-off) quotations, for epigraphs, or for text from interviews.

• Ellipsis dots are used only to indicate omission of text within a quotation and not at the beginning or the end of a quotation.

• Capitalize the first word of the quotation as it fits within the syntax of the sentence or paragraph, and punctuate accordingly. Do not indicate a change of capitalization with brackets.

• Direct quotations from other works require attribution, including the source and the page number. This is almost always most appropriate within the text and not in a footnote.

• Quoted material of fewer than five typed lines in the manuscript should be included within the paragraph, enclosed within double quotation marks.

• Punctuate and capitalize in-text quotations according to the syntax of the surrounding text.

Epigraphs

• An epigraph is a quotation that appears at the beginning of an article or a section of the article.

• An epigraph is not enclosed in quotation marks. Epigraphs appear in italic type in the journal, but they should be presented in the manuscript in roman type, with italics used as needed for foreign terms, etc.

• Attribution for an epigraph appears within parentheses, immediately following the quotation.
Citation of References in Text
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General Principles for Citations

• Every reference listed in the References Cited must be cited in the text by author's last name (or whatever name appears as "author" in the reference) and year.

• Do not use "ibid." or similar designations.

• References are cited by author's last name and year. Both the name and the year are within parentheses unless the name is part of the text, in which case the year is within parentheses.

Author and Year

• The year appears immediately following the author's name, in parentheses, though the author's name may appear in the run of text.

   Hill (2001) has studied . . .

• When both the name and the year appear together, no punctuation comes between them.

   In a recent study (Hill 2001) that chronicles . . .

• For works listed in the References Cited but not yet published, and for which no year appears in the reference, use "forthcoming" instead of a year, with a comma after the author.

   . . . (Jones, forthcoming) . . .

   Jones (forthcoming) . . .

• Cite as "author" the same name that is in the References Cited even if this is not a person. Omit "ed.,” "trans." or "comp." from the text citation. Avoid using "Anonymous."

   (United Nations 1948)
Multiple Authors for One Reference

- Use all author names for references with one, two, or three authors; use the first author's name plus "et al." for references with four or more authors.

- For two authors, use "and," not an ampersand symbol.
  
  (Washington and Fillmore 1995)

- For three authors, use serial comma style.
  
  (Miller, Martin, and Ritter 2005)

- For four or more authors, use "et al."
  
  (Montgomery et al. 1980)

String of Citations

- Several citations appearing together have semicolons between citations for different authors. Several citations for one author have commas between the years.


- Citations appearing together are listed alphabetically by author. Several citations for the same author are listed chronologically, with "et al." citations for the same author coming last.

  (Ashmore 1986; Coe 1965; de Montmollin 1988; Fox 1987, 1991; Freidel 1986; Freidel, Ashmore, and Fox 1990; Freidel and Schele 1986; Freidel et al. 1990)

Page Number with Citation

- When a page number appears in the citation, use a colon after the year, closed up to the page number.

  (Roosevelt 1940:15)

Figure, Table, or Note

- If the element can be located without a page number, the page number is omitted.

  (Hamann 2008, fig. 5)
  . . . radiocarbon dates presented by Ladefoged and Graves (2008, table 1) . . .
  (Hamann 2008, n. 38)
Quotation with Citation

- Direct quotations require citation by page number, usually appearing at the end of the quotation.

- Quotation within the line of text

  As Primo Levi (1989) asserts, "My tattoo has become a part of my body. I don't glory in it . . . but I don't erase it since there are not many to bear witness" (118).

  These communities' ambivalent relationships with their neighbors gave rise, possibly frequently, to violent confrontations in which all the community's men of fighting age participated: "In these worlds of farmers who were warriors and warriors who were farmers, the social institution of 'the warrior' was part of being an adult man and active member of the corporate community" (Hill 2006:178).

- Block quote

  As Gell explained:

  This theory supposes that wayfinding is carried out in the light of stored spatial information in the form of a "mental map" of the terrain, plus, presumably, some inferential schemes of converting this information into suitable practical decisions and actions. (Gell 1985:272)

Unpublished Work

- Forthcoming works (works that have been accepted for publication and are in the publication process) are listed in the References Cited and are cited as references, with "forthcoming."

- Manuscripts that are not in the formal publication process (e.g., that have been submitted but not yet accepted for publication) and other unpublished work are cited parenthetically in the text or explained in a footnote.

- Unpublished work should be identified as a manuscript, a letter, an e-mail, a personal conversation, or "unpublished data." The citation must include the full name of the person and a date or a year, if possible, as well as the brief description.

  (George Hamilton, personal conversation, May 2009)
  (William Lewis, Donald Steadman, and Peter Larsen, unpublished data)
  (Mary Pat Stearns, unpublished manuscript, 2008)
  (Dan Peterson, e-mail, January 13, 2008)
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General Principles for References


- Every reference in the References Cited list must be cited in the text.

- Only published works or manuscripts that have been accepted for publication and are in the publication process are included in the References Cited (as "forthcoming").

- Unpublished manuscripts, including those submitted for publication, are listed in the text parenthetically (see "Citation of References in Text" guidelines) or are explained in a footnote.

- Unpublished sources such as archival materials and correspondence are cited in footnotes in the text.

- Electronically published sources such as journals are treated the same as any published work.

- An electronic source without a publisher, an institutional sponsor, or an author is cited in the text or in a footnote.
Order of References

Alphabetization
- The References Cited list is alphabetized by the first author's surname, with names with particles alphabetized strictly by letter ("Mc" is alphabetized as m and c, not as if it were "Mac").

- A 3-em dash is used to replace only an identical list of names immediately above it in the list.

Same First Author
- Two or more references with the same first author are alphabetized by the author's first name or initials; names with only initials come first.

  Anderson, B.
  Anderson, B. J.
  Anderson, Bruce.
  Faire, Claire.
  LeFevre, Meredith.
  Lewis, Susan.
  Manchester, Clarence.
  McDonald, Old.
  van Dorn, William.

- Multiple authors are alphabetized by the first author's surname and first name; in the rest of the group, the order is by surnames only.

  Smith, Isaiah, and Holden Caufield.
  Smith, James, Margaret Allen, and Philip Stephens.
  Smith, James, George Brown, and Catherine Bolen.
  Smith, James G., Margaret Allen, and George Brown.

- Two or more references by the same author or group of authors are listed by year after alphabetization of the authors' names.

- Two references by the same author with the same year are alphabetized by article title (disregarding an initial "A," "An," or "The") and designated a, b, etc.


Identical Authors for Subsequent References
- For two or more references by the same author (or identical group of authors), the names appear only the first time and then are replaced by a 3-em dash. The dash replaces the names only; "ed.," "trans.," etc., appear where appropriate.

  Albert, Henry T.
  ———.
  Comaroff, Jean, and John Comaroff.
  Comaroff, John, and Jean Comaroff.
  Marty, Martin E., and R. Scott Appleby.
  ———, eds. [both Marty and Appleby are editors of the second work]
Content of References

Author/Editor

- Full names for authors are preferred. If initials are used, there is a space between them.

- The first author's name is reversed. Use "and" between two authors' names and "and" and a serial comma for more than two.

  Leakey, Louis S. B., Philip V. Tobias, and John R. Napier.
  Maynard Smith, John, and Robert J. G. Savage.

- Include all authors for references with 10 or fewer authors. When there are 11 or more authors, include only the first 7 names plus "et al." In the text, cite this reference with the first author's surname plus "et al."

- If the "author" is not a person but an organization or other entity (such as a Working Group), list that name as author, and if the organization is also the publisher, repeat the name. Cite the reference in the text with the same name as is listed in the reference list (though an acronym or abbreviation may be used in the citation if it is defined in the reference). Avoid using "Anonymous" as author.

- If the organization to serve as "author" is also the publisher, the name appears in both places. For example, if the newspaper's name needs to appear as author, it also appears in the usual position in the reference.

- To indicate an editor or translator, add a comma and "ed." or "trans." after the name.

  Hutchinson, Patricia, ed.

- Capitalize particles with names according to the preference of that author or to historical use. In the text, if a lowercased name begins a sentence, capitalize the first letter.

  de la Vega, Garcilaso.
  Tocqueville, Alexis de.
  Van Camp, Mark.

Date

- The year of publication follows the author's name.

- Reprinted or revised books may have an older and a newer date. The newer date appears first, with the older date in parentheses. Both years are included in the citation in the text, with brackets replacing the parentheses when appropriate.
• When the work is in the process of being published and the year of publication is known, include the year in the usual position, and at the end of the reference add "Forthcoming."

• When the year is not yet known, "Forthcoming" appears in the year's position.

**Title**

• Capitalize all titles "sentence style" (capitalize the first word and proper nouns).

• Italicize journal titles, book titles, monograph titles (but not series titles), report titles, journal special issue titles, newspaper names, and software program titles (when in a reference).

• An initial "The" is omitted from journal titles. Do not abbreviate journal titles.

• Article and chapter titles are roman, not enclosed in quotation marks.

• Do not attempt to replicate the typography of a title as it appears in the original publication; e.g., use "and" instead of an ampersand (&).

• Lowercase the first word of a subtitle (following a colon), even if it is a question.

• If an English translation of a title in a language other than English is provided, the translated title appears in brackets following the original title. The translation is not italicized.


• If the work is in a language other than English but the reference is presented in English, specify the original language in brackets.


**City**

• Include the city where the publisher is located; when several cities are listed, use only the first one.

• Publisher names that include the state do not repeat the state with the city.

  Lawrence: University of Kansas Press

• Include the state or province for U.S., Australian, and Canadian cities. Abbreviate U.S. states according to the *Chicago Manual of Style* (two-letter abbreviations); spell out provinces.
• These U.S. cities will appear without states:

Atlanta  Detroit  New Orleans
Baltimore  Houston  New York
Boston  Honolulu  Philadelphia
Chicago  Indianapolis  San Francisco
Denver  Los Angeles  Seattle

• These international cities will appear without countries:

Auckland  Cape Town  Oxford
Bangkok  Cologne  Paris
Barcelona  London  Singapore
Beijing  Melbourne  Sydney
Berlin  Mumbai  Tokyo
Buenos Aires  New Delhi  Toronto
Cambridge  Ottawa

Publisher

• Journal article references do not include publishers, but almost every other kind of reference needs a publisher's name (books, meeting proceedings, bulletins and pamphlets, software).

• Use the imprint name when it is appropriate rather than the larger publisher's name, such as "Clarendon" when appropriate rather than "Oxford University Press."

• When "and" is part of the publisher's name, use an ampersand.

  Allen & Unwin
  Harper & Row

• Use shortened publisher names, with no first name unless it is necessary to distinguish from another publisher, and omitting terms such as "Publishers," "Ltd.," and "Co." Omit "Press" usually, except for university presses and those listed here. (Omit foreign terms for these too, such as "Verlag.") If you are not sure whether to shorten a name that is not listed here, please provide the full name.

  Abingdon  Free Press  Pergamon
  Academic Press  Harper & Row  Russell
  Basic  Little, Brown  W. H. Freeman
Page Numbers

- Provide inclusive numbers (with all the digits) for journal articles and book chapters.
- Specific page numbers for locations of quotations that appear in the text are included with the citation in the text, not in the reference.
- Book volume numbers are arabic, not roman, numerals.

URLs (Uniform Resource Locators)

- URLs should be provided for material that is available only online.
- The URL also should be provided if the electronic source is the source used in the writing of the manuscript.
- The author is responsible for verifying that a URL is still "live" and accurate. The URL should link to a permanent presence on the Web, such as an institution’s official site.
- Avoid breaking a URL at the end of a line. If a break is necessary, follow the Chicago Manual of Style’s rules for breaking URLs (i.e., never add a hyphen; break after slashes and before periods).
Examples of References

Books

Book, Single Author


Book, More Than One Author


Book, Editor as Author


Book Chapter

- Include the chapter's author(s) and inclusive page numbers.
- Give the same information for the book that you would provide for a reference to the book alone.
- Repeat all book information for subsequent references to other chapters from the same book.


Book Introduction, Foreword, Etc.


Multivolume Book


Monograph Series


Reprinted Book, Revised Edition, or Subsequent Edition

• Spell out "edition" to distinguish it from "ed." for "editor."

• Reprinted books and revised editions often include the newer date and the original one. The older date appears second, within parentheses. Both years are included in the citation in the text.


• Subsequent editions usually list only the date of this edition.


Book Translation

• Translated book


• Translated book with author and date of original book


• Foreign-language book but translated reference

Forthcoming Book or Chapter

• Italicize forthcoming book titles.

• Date not yet known


• Date known

Journals

Journal Article

- Include issue numbers, if you have them, as well as the volume and page numbers. (Issue numbers are needed for journals whose issues each begin with page 1.)


- Article with "part" number


Journal Supplement Article

- *Current Anthropology* designates its own supplement articles in References Cited as follows:


- Articles from supplements are identified in different ways by different journals. Provide as much information as you can.

Journal Special Issue

- Special issues sometimes have editors listed and sometimes have issue titles.

- Entire issue cited


- Article from a special issue with an issue editor


- Article from a special issue with no issue editor

Electronic-Only Journal or Newsletter

- E-only journals usually have no page numbers. Issue numbers are needed in references to these journals.

- A URL should be provided for e-only publications.


Journal Article with DOI (Digital Object Identifier)


Journal New Series


Forthcoming Journal Article

- Year known (but do not include a volume number)


- Year not yet known

Other Sources

Dissertation or Thesis

- Specify the degree.
- List the university and its location, not a publisher.
- U.S. universities generally use "thesis" for a master's work and "dissertation" for doctoral.


- Foreign theses, etc., use their terminology for the degree and the work.


Government Record or Reports


Internet Document

- When a URL ends a reference, a period is added.
- With date accessed


- Without date accessed


Legal Case

- Cite legal cases in the text or in footnotes.

Magazine

- Popular magazine articles are cited by date only, even if the magazine has a volume and issue number.
- Inclusive page numbers are not included for magazine articles. (A specific page number for citing a quotation is provided with the citation in the text.)


Newspaper

- A newspaper name in a reference preferably is followed by the city where it is located, in parentheses. Drop an initial "The" in a newspaper's name.
- For a newspaper article, a section (sec.) designation is provided rather than a page number.


- If the article has no author's byline, use the news service if it is provided or repeat the newspaper's name as "author," if necessary.


Paper Presented at a Meeting

- Include the meeting's location and dates if possible.


Proceedings


Report


Review


Software

- List in the References Cited published software that is not available free on the Internet as shareware or freeware.


Software User Guide

Footnotes in Text

Footnotes are closely integrated with and add interest to the text. They aid in ease of reference and help when immediate knowledge of a source is necessary for the readers. However, footnotes do not replace references in the References Cited.

Footnotes are numbered with superscript Arabic numerals, in numerical order.

Callout numbers for footnotes are generally placed at the end of a sentence (after the punctuation). Placement after punctuation within the sentence also is acceptable.

Try to avoid having more than one footnote in a sentence; consider whether notes can be combined into one note at the end of the sentence.

In the preparation of your manuscript, place all footnotes at the end of the document.

Examples of footnote content include the following:

- Web sites and online databases
- Definitions and treatments of terms and terminology
- Further clarification and/or discussion of points in text
- Comments not directly related to discussion in text
- Analyses of cited sources
- Direct quotations from sources
- Background information
- Explanation of dates, classifications, categories, etc.
- Lists of sources from archives
- Legal cases, legal documents
- Citation of government documents
- Passages of foreign language
- Speculation
- Examples